
5 meditations 
to reclaim
your voice
and
values 



“Our core values
guide us to
live daily with
intention, 
awareness, 
and alignment
in who
we are.”
– Sara Schulting Kranz 



Are you ready to claim the 
life that’s authentic 

 + 
grounded in your core values?

Many people or devices can tell you what to do based on what they know, but unless the answer 
comes from within you, it’s not your answer—it’s theirs. While fact gathering is an essential tool, we 
must also access our higher self for guidance. I invite you to do so through this simple meditation. 
Stand grounded with your feet on the earth, place both hands over your heart, close your eyes, 
breathe deep, and slowly say these words:

My Dearest (insert your name),

Show me the way. Please lead me with love as you guide me to the answers that I 

seek. I trust you. I love you. I am listening.

Continue these words until you feel a shift within your body. This is a powerful meditation that will 
guide you on your journey.

1 Meditation to Hear Your Voice

These 5 meditations are your starting place to rediscover your inner voice, 
affirm your core values, embrace forgiveness, and release past mistakes.



Understanding your values is like having your heart and soul be a compass that points to your North 
Star. When leading with your values, you will stay on your path in life. But you must be clear about 
what’s important in order to live a life of your choosing, and to have it be one that you love. 

We have peak moments in our lives that show us what was —and is—important to us. Let’s go to a 
meaningful time in your life and notice what you value. Begin once again by grounding yourself in 
nature. Sink into the earth below you and put your hands over your heart. Close your eyes. Take a deep 
breath in, hold it at the top, and release.

Smell the air.     
Thank Mother Earth for holding space for you.     
Now, take notice of your body.     
Continue to breathe, hands over your heart.    
One by one, take note of the thoughts that appear in your mind.  
Imagine dozens of butterflies floating in the air. Place a thought on each butterfly 
and allow them to be carried away.
You are in this moment—without judgment.     
Remember a time and place in life when you have felt completely happy and aligned. 
This could be your first memory, or perhaps it was an experience from today.
A peak moment when everything felt as though it was as it should be. What was 
happening around you?
What made this moment so good? So important?
Pay attention to the details in this moment.
Was anyone with you?
What emotions did you feel? Take another breath in and release.
Allow this moment to come to life in your mind, as if you were reliving it right now. 
Stay here for as long as you like. And know you can return to this moment anytime.
Just breathe.
When you are ready, come back to the present moment. Wiggle your fingers and toes.
Open your eyes and allow the feeling of this memory to stay with you.
Let Mother Earth continue to hold space for you. 

JOURNAL PROMPT   List your values that made this moment so important. Some examples may  
                                       be love, connection, and peace. Begin to notice your values every day. 

Visualization to Find Your Values2



In this world, we’re all deserving of being accepted by others for who we are. But first, we 
need to accept ourselves. That requires us to be vulnerable, looking at and acknowledging our 
mistakes and patterns that no longer work for us. We can then let go of expectations and replace 
our self-criticism with compassion and forgiveness. Ground yourself in a space in nature. Close 
your eyes.

Breathe in and breathe out. 

Feel your heartbeat.

Wrap your arms around yourself, embracing yourself in a big hug. It’s time to let 
go of the worries, mistakes, and self-judgment. 

It’s time to love you for being you.     

Everything you have been through and have learned from has become a part of 
you. Honor yourself. 

We are not meant to be perfect.

Now imagine taking every worry, mistake, or act of self-judgment you have  
been carrying.

Say to yourself:

“I am loved. I am worthy.

I embrace every part of me—the parts that I love and the parts that  
challenge me.

I forgive myself for the weight that I have been carrying.

I will be fiercely compassionate to my heart, body, mind, and soul. I am needed 
and wanted in this world.

I accept and forgive myself.”

Take in a deep breath and release.

Visualization to Invite  
Self-Acceptance and Forgiveness3



Mindfulness is the practice of being in the moment without judgment. When living mindfully, we’re 
reminded that we have a choice in how we react to everything. For example, when you feel like giving 
up, or when it’s hard to practice forgiveness, you can view feelings for what they are, without judgment.

Place your hands over your heart and take a deep breath in.
Hold your breath, and release.
Ground yourself in this moment and feel the earth underneath you.
Take another breath in and imagine your breath is coming from Mother Earth herself. 
You are safe. Now release that breath all of the way out. 
Gently lifting your head to the sky, recite this mantra three times while imagining  
love from Mother Earth flowing over you like a waterfall:

“I invite self-compassion and love.     
I invite self-compassion and love.  
I invite self-compassion and love.” 

Witness your body and your breath.
How do you feel at this moment?
Without judgment, just notice.
The only moment that matters is the one you are in right now.  
Continue to breathe slowly and recite these words:

“I release my judgment and attachment to what I have been holding.  
I invite self-compassion and love.
I am enough.
I am worthy.
I matter.”   

My friend, you are enough.
You are worthy.
You do matter.
You have everything you need to continue this road to forgiveness, peace,  
and freedom.
Drop your awareness from your head into your heart and feel your heartbeat.  
Breathe in this moment just as it is.
Slowly open your eyes and begin to come back to the here and now.
Wiggle your fingers and toes.     
Just be in this moment, without judgment.

Meditation for Releasing Judgment4



We have been talking about our inner work. Now let’s talk about the space around us. Our possessions 
remind us of our past because they hold energetic attachment to who we are. To fully detach and 
pursue a healthy expression of ourselves, we must be ready to let go of items holding unhealthy 
connections. As we let go, we invite new possibilities and memories to be created in our new space. 

Go to a room in your home where you spend a lot of your time.

Close your eyes.

Place your hands over your heart and take a deep breath in. Hold it for a moment. 

Release your breath.

Notice the energy of the space surrounding you.

Is there a vibe of happiness and joy? Or do you feel sadness and anger?

Continue taking slow, deep breaths.

Does being here make you want to escape, or be present?    

Do you love this space?      

Now, open your eyes and be still.

Notice what material items are around you.      

Look at your shelves. What do you see?     

One by one, observe each item while asking yourself these questions: 

• Does this item touch my heart and soul?

• What meaning does this item hold?

• Do I need this item to feel safe or live my daily life?

• Would I feel lighter if I let go of this unwanted, unused, unneeded item?  

Take time to let go of the items that no longer serve a purpose for you. Rearrange 
your shelves to reflect how you want to feel today. 

Meditation for Letting Go of 
Possessions5



For more information on the author, please visit 
www.saraschultingkranz.com.

@liveboldly @saraschultingkranz 

These meditations are based on content from the book 
Walk Through This: Harness the Healing Power of  

Nature and Travel the Road to Forgiveness. 


